Sprinter fuel tank

If this is a fuel tank then it has to have its own filter right? It will fit any year of a Sprinter
regardless if it was produced by Mercedes, Dodge, or Freightliner. Is there a recommended
amount of fuel that should be gone or left before I start thinking about starting to use this
product? A lot of people start using this auxiliary tank when there is only half a tank of gas left.
It seems to work well around this usage rate. The driver side wheel will have the well filler neck
location for you. Where does it go? The brass fitting has to be installed in an OEM fuel tank. It
has to be very close to the top in order for the fuel transfer to work properly. We have not had a
problem with this in the past. It is a valid concern but we have not heard of anyone having any
trouble with the system at all. Does this have some way of controlling how much fuel is going
into my tank? The kit comes with a Tire Well Filler Kit, Side wall and other kits for different filling
of the tank. Note: Must be installed on vehicles by a Certified Mechanic. Your email address will
not be published. Contact Sales Rep to order other options. This Kit includes a tire well filler.
Compatible with all wheelbase Sprinter Vans Includes remote inline fuel filter Hardware included
FAQ: If this is a fuel tank then it has to have its own filter right? The manufacturer says that this
product has a remote inline fuel filter. Which vans does this tank fit? How much fuel does this
add to my tank? You have the possibility of adding up to 20 gallons of extra gas to your system.
Where do you mount the tank? Where does this tank fit? The tank will bolt to your floor. The
bolts are carriage bolts. Does this have a fuel gauge? It has a fuel gauge and a tank mounted
sending unit. The manufacturer says that it has a timer switch transfer control. Reviews There
are no reviews yet. This fuel tank is only compatible with Sprinter Vans made and newer. This
product adds an additional 30 gallons of fuel to your Sprinter via an extra fuel tank. Wondering
how much this will cost to ship? Call us and find out. Note: Must be installed on vehicles by a
Certified Mechanic. Am I getting all the hardware that I need to install this? What is actually in
this kit as far as hardware? The kit includes the following things: hoses, fittings, and wiring. If
you need it to hook this item up then you will get it. You will just need a toolset to use. Does the
fuel gauge have anything special about it? You can mount this tank, per the manufacturer,
behind and under the driver side seat. I never asked about wheelbases and I need to ask about
them. Which wheelbases will this fuel tank fit? It has a fill tube hard extension to accommodate
for the different lengths. If that filler tubbing gets bent is that going to be a problem for this
system? Fortunately, no. They used a very flexible tube that should not be bothered if it gets
bent a little bit. Obviously, if the tub becomes tightly bent where it cannot do the job then that
will be a problem. Since this is a fuel tank does that mean that it has a fuel filter too? What
features does this thing have to avoid that problem? Seems like there is a lot of questions about
everything but the fuel transfer pump. What can you tell me about it? Does it exist? What
features if any does it have? Is there a recommended amount of fuel that should be gone or left
before I start thinking about starting to use this product? A lot of people start using this
auxiliary tank when there is only half a tank of gas left. It seems to work well around this usage
rate. Where does it go? The brass fitting has to be installed in an OEM fuel tank. It has to be
very close to the top in order for the fuel transfer to work properly. We have not had a problem
with this in the past. It is a valid concern but we have not heard of anyone having any trouble
with the system at all. Your email address will not be published. The product does have a fuel
gauge. The fuel gauge has a tank mounted sending unit included. Where do you mount the
tank? Then how does the tank fit? It fits outside the frame but still on the driver side of the
vehicle. More about that tankâ€¦ What is holding it in place? The tank is held in place by
carriage bolts. It does have a fuel filter. It says that the filter is a remote inline fuel filter. The
product has a timer switch transfer control. We were told that the Inline fuel transfer pump
includes a bracket and is 12v. How much fuel does this add to my tank? You have the
possibility of adding up to 30 gallons of extra gas to your system. Reviews There are no reviews
yet. This product adds an additional Wondering how much this will cost to ship? Call us and
find out. Note: Must be installed on vehicles by a Certified Mechanic. Am I getting all the
hardware that I need to install this? What is actually in this kit as far as hardware? The kit
includes the following things: hoses, fittings, and wiring. If you need it to hook this item up then
you will get it. You will just need a toolset to use. Does the fuel gauge have anything special
about it? You can mount this tank, per the manufacturer, behind and under the driver side seat.
I never asked about wheelbases and I need to ask about them. Which wheelbases will this fuel
tank fit? It has a fill tube hard extension to accommodate for the different lengths. If that filler
tubbing gets bent is that going to be a problem for this system? Fortunately, no. They used a
very flexible tube that should not be bothered if it gets bent a little bit. Obviously, if the tub
becomes tightly bent where it cannot do the job then that will be a problem. Since this is a fuel
tank does that mean that it has a fuel filter too? What features does this thing have to avoid that
problem? Seems like there is a lot of questions about everything but the fuel transfer pump.
What can you tell me about it? Does it exist? What features if any does it have? Is there a

recommended amount of fuel that should be gone or left before I start thinking about starting to
use this product? A lot of people start using this auxiliary tank when there is only half a tank of
gas left. It seems to work well around this usage rate. Where does it go? The brass fitting has to
be installed in an OEM fuel tank. It has to be very close to the top in order for the fuel transfer to
work properly. We have not had a problem with this in the past. It is a valid concern but we have
not heard of anyone having any trouble with the system at all. Your email address will not be
published. Thank you for your patience. The product does have a fuel gauge. The fuel gauge
has a tank mounted sending unit included. Where do you mount the tank? Then how does the
tank fit? It fits outside the frame but still on the driver side of the vehicle. More about that
tankâ€¦ What is holding it in place? The tank is held in place by carriage bolts. It does have a
fuel filter. It says that the filter is a remote inline fuel filter. The product has a timer switch
transfer control. We were told that the Inline fuel transfer pump includes a bracket and is 12v.
How much fuel does this add to my tank? You have the possibility of adding up to Reviews
There are no reviews yet. Rated 5. We use cookies to improve user experience, and analyze
website traffic. For these reasons, we may share your site usage data with our analytics
partners. Accept Cookies. Enable javascript for this site to show Retina images, aperture series,
image toggles, topics page menus and more. Photographer and cyclist and Mac expert and
software engineer Lloyd Chambers is available for consulting on general Sprinter
considerations at his usual consulting rates via phone, or in person in the Palo Alto, CA area.
Save yourself months of planning and costly mistakes by discussing issues up-front. More
about Lloyd Update 28 June : I am delighted with the fuel tank. It is saving me money, and just
as important, it has increased the range so that I can go places and never worry about fuel. Fuel
cans and the like in my view are a problematic solution: unless kept outside, they emit a stink.
Plus they are a hassle to fill and cycle through the fuel periodically, require external mounting,
etc. Junk cluttering up your Sprinter in space better used for gear. The only elegant solution to
having more fuel is a larger fuel tank. Not a dual fuel tank with a pump system, but a larger fuel
tank. How does it make sense to carry 2 or 5 gallons extra fuel in fuel cans when it can be 21
gallons or even 26 gallons more fuel? A larger fuel tank increases the odds of refueling at the
lowest possible cost. But it is more than that: a larger fuel tank brings vastly increased range,
and a considerable decrease in time wasted refueling. For example, on my fall trips in the frigid
mountains , I idled the Sprinter about 50 hours per trip 40 gallons of fuel over a 2-week period. It
cut my time down in the White Mountains â€”I ran low on fuel due to temperatures well below
freezing I needed heat and charging of large batteries. For those touring the United States, fuel
stops at reasonable cost can be hundreds of miles apart. And if towing or a heavy build, the
larger tank might be all but a necessity. Fill 'er up with 40 gallons and I just saved 40 X 4. The
tank pays for itself in years, plus the convenience and range are far superior. The main thing is
knowing that filling up can be deferred for about miles for a 47 gallon tank. Update 20 March :
the tank is installed and working. See the installation notes further down. Below, the high res
version shows the welding quality excellent along with details like the six through-holes for
mounting bolts. Mounting hardware is included but not show here. The is the top of the tank
that sits against the underbody of the Sprinter. On the bottom ground-facing part of the tank,
the main concern is the polygonal protrusion about 9 X 9 inches and 1. Should a rock catch the
front of that welded-on panel, and rupture it, up to 47 gallons of diesel will pour out. I plan to
protect the entire tank or at least most of it with a custom skid plate especially that protrusion.
The solution could not be more elegant: remove the original tank, put the larger tank in, utilizing
the stock fuel tank and stock fuel pump and fill it up just as with the stock OEM The tank swap
works just like the stock fuel tank, keeping the OEM fuel pump and connectors. Mercedes
dealers should be able to install the tank in about 1. Mercedes of Reno balked at first, but the
service manager gave me the go-ahead and I had it installed there by their best Sprinter
mechanic with 9 years of experience on Sprinters. Well, he now knows how to do it. In the end ,
it took hours due to unforeseen gotchas and low quality installation instructions. How ACGB
can claim 1. Perhaps with repeated experience this is possible. But even simple details, like
getting a few gallons of fuel to allow the van to drive for a fullup take a little time. For USA
Sprinter owners as of , shipping and custom fees are a large part of the costâ€” as much as a
bit more than half the cost of the tank itself! Rough costs to expect which all told are probably
not good ROI for most users; consider it a convenience. The tank fills normally. Do not overfill
the tank because just as with the regular tank, spillage through a relief valve can spread a
smear of diesel on the tank. Parking on a hill can leave an air bubble at one end, so ideally park
with the fill nozzle slightly uphill. So one has to run a credit card twice to get the tank full.
Because the tank is large, sloshing is readily audible when the tank is partly full. This is
unavoidable. The fuel gauge thinks it has the regular tank, but the Mercedes dealer is looking
into a software feature that might exist to tell the system that there is a larger tank. Basically,

double the amount it shows, e. As with the stock tank, the fuel gauge is only accurate once a
few gallons are burned off with the stock tank, gallons with the large tank. The fuel level sensor
in my install turned out to be flaky. The next morning, it read full. Overall, I am very happy with
the new fuel tank. Wanting the lowest cost refueling, I tried Gas Buddy on several occassions.
So I developed the habit of watching every displayed diesel price as I passed by stations, just to
know the going rate. The tank performed flawlessly, but there is one caveat which is true of both
the stock tank and the ACGB tank: do not overfill up into the fuel filler pipe; I did so a few times
and this will leak fuel by design , which at first made me think I had a leak. After stopping this
overfilling, no more leakage. The fuel gauge can be quite accurate, but it can also be off by up to
5 gallons. Since the stock fuel gauge had similar issues, I tend to pay more attention to miles
driven. This always resolved itself after a day or so, and most of the time does not happen. It
seems to happen more at high altitude. Thank you for buying via links and ads on this site,
which earn me advertising fees or commissions. As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying
purchases. Other World Computing Amazon As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying
purchases. Upgrade the memory of your iMac up to GB. Handpicked deals Hard drives or SSDs.
Capacities up to Terabytes! Review of Mac mini Do it yourself install video Sony A1 Most
powerful camera in history! Review of Sony mirrorless More about CBD USB-C model also
available. Mac or PC. Ideal for Lightroom, Photoshop, video. Capacity up to 16TB! More info
Capacities up to 64 Terabytes! More about OWC Thunderbay Tiny, bus-powered, rugged,
compact! View Pentax K wish list or World of Pentax. View all handpicked deals Phone Send
Description Additional information Reviews 0 Description gallon fuel tanks are currently out of
stock. Orders will be fulfilled in the order they are received. Please refer to this page for the
most up to date stocking info. Extended range fuel tanks not only prevent you from being
stranded but allow you and your family to explore deeper into the wilderness than ever before.
By mounting our auxiliary tanks as centrally as possible underneath your rig we keep the center
of gravity low to ensure predictable handling on unpredictable terrain. Our tanks are internally
baffled to prevent sloshing. This is a transfer-style auxiliary tank. Fuel is pumped into this tank
through filler neck mounted in the rear fender. We offer a side-filler neck as an upgrade option.
Stored fuel is pumped into the main tank via a switch-controlled electric fuel pump. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly.
This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of
the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Yes No What type of vehicles do you service? Accepted formats:. Please enable
JavaScript in your browser to complete this form. Yes No If so, which year? Please list any
batteries, water tanks, heaters, etc. Website Submit. Front Shocks Rear Shocks Check all that
apply. This can be measured at any weigh station or truck stop. Who did the 4x4 conversion?
Please include any relevant information: ex. Are you also interested in custom springs? Yes No
Phone Submit. Please list any modifications made to your factory Mode 4x4. Include changes
you're going to make in the near future. Name Submit. Please list any modifications made to
your factory Revel. Phone Submit. Upload image of ID Tag on the right edge of the differential
cover ex. Winnebago Revel, Storyteller Mode, etc. Rear Axle Weight lbs. Or use this space to
describe any features we should be aware of about your build. Photo Upload In order to provide
an accurate quote, we need photos of specific suspension components. Front Suspension Click
or drag a file to this area to upload. Upload image of front suspension taken from rear of driver's
side front wheel Steering Stabilizer Click or drag a file to this area to upload. Upload image of
front steering stabilizer if there is one showing both ends Rear Suspension Click or drag a file
to this area to upload. Upload image of rear suspension taken from front of driver's side rear
wheels Side Profile Click or drag a file to this area to upload. Upload image of the driver's side
full profile of your van Email Submit. Skip to navigation Skip to content. Generic filters Hidden
label. Hidden label. Want to chat? Call us Social Facebook Instagram Twitter. Add to cart.
Guaranteed Safe Checkout. Contact Form. What's the best time of day to contact you?
Description Additional information Reviews 0 Description gallon fuel tanks are currently out of
stock. There are no gas stations in the great outdoors! Vehicle Fit Specifications. Vehicle Fit.
Drive Further. Adventure Longer. Schedule Fuel Tank Installation! Rated 5. Reviews There are
no reviews yet. Easy 30 days returns 30 days money back guarantee. International Warranty
Offered in the country of usage. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out

of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as
they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be
stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. AO Dealer Application Form.
Business Information. Address Line 2. Zip Code. Year Established:. Authorized Buyers. Does
your facility provide installation? Yes No. What type of vehicles do you service? Required
Business Documents. Please upload a copy of your Business License. Contact Information. Do
you currently own a Ford Transit? If so, which year? About Your Vehicle. Which fuel tank s are
you interested in? Tell us about your build. Which shocks are you looking to replace? Vehicle
Specifications. Gross Vehicle Weight lbs. Mode 4x4 Upgrades. Revel Upgrades. Are you
interested in locking differentials? Photo Upload In order to provide an accurate quote, we need
additional information about your rear differential. Make Mercedes-Benz. Build Note the build of
your vehicle if applicable ex. Upload image of front suspension taken from rear of driver's side
front wheel. Steering Stabilizer Click or drag a file to this area to upload. Upload image of front
steering stabilizer if there is one showing both ends. Rear Suspension Click or drag a file to this
area to upload. Upload image of rear suspension taken from front of driver's side rear wheels.
Side Profile Click or drag a file to this area to upload. Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to
function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other
embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Yes No What type of vehicles do you
service? Accepted formats:. Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.
Yes No If so, which year? Please list any batteries, water tanks, heaters, etc. Phone Submit.
Front Shocks Rear Shocks Check all that apply. This can be measured at any weigh station or
truck stop. Who did the 4x4 conversion? Please include any relevant information: ex. Are you
also interested in custom springs? Yes No Email Submit. Please list any modifications made to
your factory Mode 4x4. Include changes you're going to make in the near future. Message
Submit. Please list any modifications made to your factory Revel. Upload image of ID Tag on the
right edge of the differential cover ex. Winnebago Revel, Storyteller Mode, etc. Rear Axle Weight
lbs. Or use this space to describe any features we should be aware of about your build. Photo
Upload In order to provide an accurate quote, we need photos of specific suspension
components. Front Suspension Click or drag a file to this area to upload. Upload image of front
suspension taken from rear of driver's side front wheel Steering Stabilizer Click or drag a file to
this area to upload. Upload image of front steering stabilizer if there is one showing both ends
Rear Suspension Click or drag a file to this area to upload. Upload image of rear suspension
taken from front of driver's side rear wheels Side Profile Click or drag a file to this area to
upload. Upload image of the driver's side full profile of your van Email Submit. Skip to
navigation Skip to content. Generic filters Hidden label. Hidden label. Want to chat? Call us
Social Facebook Instagram Twitter. Fuel Tanks Show Filters. Rated 5. Sort by popularity Sort by
average rating Sort by latest Sort by price: low to high Sort by price: high to low Showing all 7
results. Filter by price. Filter Price: â€”. Categories Shop News. Tags 4x4 conversion 7. Sign Up
Sign up to our newsletter! Easy 30 days returns 30 days money back guarantee. International
Warranty Offered in the country of usage. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your
browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also
use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your
browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. AO Dealer
Application Form. Business Information. Address Line 2. Zip Code. Year Established:.
Authorized Buyers. Does your facility provide installation? Yes No. What type of vehicles do
you service? Required Business
wiring diagram for gfi
automatic transmission schematic
2003 dodge durango fuse box diagram

Documents. Please upload a copy of your Business License. Contact Information. Do you
currently own a Ford Transit? If so, which year? About Your Vehicle. Which fuel tank s are you
interested in? Tell us about your build. Which shocks are you looking to replace? Vehicle
Specifications. Gross Vehicle Weight lbs. Mode 4x4 Upgrades. Revel Upgrades. Are you
interested in locking differentials? Photo Upload In order to provide an accurate quote, we need
additional information about your rear differential. Make Mercedes-Benz. Build Note the build of
your vehicle if applicable ex. Upload image of front suspension taken from rear of driver's side
front wheel. Steering Stabilizer Click or drag a file to this area to upload. Upload image of front
steering stabilizer if there is one showing both ends. Rear Suspension Click or drag a file to this
area to upload. Upload image of rear suspension taken from front of driver's side rear wheels.
Side Profile Click or drag a file to this area to upload.

